Save when you buy the Fluke 189 Logging Multimeter + FlukeView® Forms software together.

We have bundled these two products together so they can be ordered with a single part number at a significantly lower price. Now you can get even more out of your Fluke 189 Digital Multimeter.

**Fluke 189 Logging Digital Multimeter**

*Smart meters for the most demanding users*

All standard DMM functions plus:

- Stand-alone logging of measurement changes up to 3 days
- Basic 0.025% basic dc accuracy at 50,000 counts
- Dual Display with 2 level backlight, Auto Hold
- Temperature readings in °C or °F using optional K-type thermocouple
- Limited lifetime warranty
- Made by Fluke in the USA

**FVF-SC2 FlukeView® Forms Documentation and Analysis Software**

- Create custom forms or reports to document and archive test procedures and results
- Documentation can establish long term analyses and troubleshooting data of various processes for use in preventative maintenance schedules
- FVF-SC2 includes software, infrared adapter, cable and connector